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Abstract: With the advent of the mobile Internet era, marketing communication began to
move into a new era of "micro-marketing". The rise of WeChat has led to a wave of
business on the mobile Internet, that is, e-commerce is shifting from traditional ecommerce to mobile e-commerce. At the same time, smartphone upgrades have
accelerated the shift. Therefore, the era of traditional online shopping will also stride into
the era of micro-marketing.
1. Introduction
Micro-marketing is a method that companies use to promote their product information and to
make profit for themselves. They make more people know and recognize their products, and further
to make purchase of them through new media that is accepted and preferred by the public. And the
micro-marketing in this paper is mainly WeChat marketing. The companies use Wechat moments to
publicize the product information, so as to create more profits for the enterprise.
On April 29, 2013, Alibaba's jack ma invested $586 million (3.6 billion yuan) to buy 18% of
Sina microblog. According to data analysis, over the past two years, Sina microblog's advertising
revenue has become smaller and smaller. So why did Mr. Ma pay $3.6bn for an 18 per cent stake in
Sina microblog? The answer is simple. That is, Mr. Ma is catching on to the next trend, which will
change the world in secret. The trend is that Taobao will change people's shopping habits again and
transfer shopping habits from computer shopping to mobile shopping. It means a lot to marketing
that the development of the mobile Internet has led to the explosion of smart phones and tablets in
the past three years. From smartphones to smart TVS and even smart cars, advances in technology
have made terminals ubiquitous. For marketing, the ubiquity of the terminal means that the brand
reaches the consumer touch point in an unprecedented increase. Therefore, Sina microblog, as a
micro terminal with great influence, has obvious value.
2. Features of micro-marketing
Compared with traditional marketing methods, micro-marketing has its unique characteristics.
And it is its unique characteristics that make it popular among entrepreneurs. The features are as
follows:
2.1 High Efficiency and Convenience
Wechat marketing is characterized by high efficiency and convenience. Taking WeChat as an
example, the content should be simple and easy to understand when sending relevant information in
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the circle of friends, so that more people can understand it and are willing to read it. Compared with
tedious context, convenient information is more acceptable to the public. Besides, content that is
easy to understand is more widely accepted when product information is the same.
2.2 Cost-effective
Compared with traditional media, WeChat marketing costs much less than traditional media. And
there are far more people watching the information of friends circle and public account than
traditional media. Marketing on WeChat can yield more customers. What’s more, the costs are low,
which allow entrepreneurs to make bigger profits.
2.3 High interactivity
WeChat is first and foremost a chat and interactive platform. And then it is a tool for marketing.
Interaction can strengthen the relationship and the interaction between enterprises and customers,
and enhance the relationship between enterprises and old customers. At the same time, it can deepen
the interaction with new customers and enhance the popularity of enterprises, so as to create greater
profits.
2.4 High transmission
WeChat, as a chat platform, is used by a large number of users to communicate with friends and
family. When the product information is accepted by customers, customers are willing to share the
product with their friends. In this way, the product will be advertised for free, so that the product
will be recognized by more people and be willing to buy.
3. Status Quo and Existing Problems in the Development of Micro-Marketing
3.1 Current situation of micro-marketing development
WeChat is a free app for instant messaging for smartphones launched by Tencent on January 21,
2011. WeChat supports voice messages, video, images and text messages sent free of charge (with a
small amount of network traffic consumed) over the network across communication operators and
across operating system platforms. At the same time, also can use the information through Shared
streaming media content and location based social plugins "shake", "bottle", "friends", "public
platform", "voice notepad" services such as plug-ins. As of January 2016, WeChat had 549 million
monthly active users, making it the largest mobile instant messaging software in Asia. At present,
WeChat has become an essential tool for people to connect with each other. And entrepreneurs are
investing in WeChat, micro-marketing to create greater profits for the enterprise. According to the
survey and research, over 98% of Chinese enterprises (medium and large enterprises) have their
own WeChat public account and working platform, providing more convenient services for the
development of micro-marketing.
3.2 Problems in the Development of Agricultural Product Micro-Marketing
1) Information Overload And Bombing Propaganda
WeChat friends circle has been opened with all kinds of product information, and some of my
feelings or ideas have been covered, which makes me feel that the circle of friends has become a
product communication place. Sending product information in the circle of friends can bring better
publicity to agricultural products. However, as many peers join in, especially the small ones, who
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have no public account or public platform, they can only rely on the product information of
employees in the circle of friends to provide product popularity. This makes many people feel bored,
and some people even choose not to read their friends' information. Therefore, this makes the
product information more difficult to accept.
2) Single product information, no personalization
In micro-marketing, agricultural products are more often advertised for products, and few other
elements are added to make the product information of the friend circle relatively simple. It is
simply introducing the product information, which makes more people unwilling to see the
information and choose some products with other factors and original materials for viewing. In this
way, the popularity of individualized single products is reduced, and the popularity of highly
personalized products is increased, creating higher profits for their agricultural products.
3) Lack Of Professional Management Personnel
At the beginning, as agricultural products attach importance to the development of micromarketing, product information is promoted on WeChat, microblog and other chat platforms, so as
to increase product popularity. But because of the fact that the number of people joining agricultural
products has increased in recent years and there is no dedicated collection and lack of talent to
manage the development of micro-marketing, plus product information into a bombing campaign,
customers have more and more choices. Therefore, the ability of products to be accepted diminishes
the profitability of agricultural products.
4. Micro-Marketing Positioning Of Agricultural Products
As a brand of pure natural agricultural products, "agricultural products" adheres to the concept of
bringing more primary ecological products to the metropolis and contributing to the quality city.
WeChat is undoubtedly the best bridge between agricultural products and consumers in big cities.
WeChat marketing public account of agricultural products is located in the expert of pure natural
fruits and vegetables, providing the knowledge service of fruits and vegetables encyclopedia and the
healthy life consultant of pure natural fruits and vegetables products for metropolitan consumers.
Nearly half of the 400 million WeChat users are white collar and business people. Therefore, the
target fans of the public account are white-collar workers who pursue a high quality of life and
business people with middle and high-end income, mainly women. By pushing the knowledge of
fruit and vegetable health maintenance encyclopedia every day, the introduction of healthy
vegetables, fruit and vegetable beauty and beauty maintenance knowledge to attract the constant
attention of fans. At the same time, the product sales link is added to the pushed content for sales.
For example, in the article introducing fruit cucumber, add the sales link of Taobao store, and guide
the fans to enter Taobao store to purchase products.
The public account adopts the operation mode of "we media" and e-commerce. While spreading
the brand, the consumer circle is established to improve consumers' recognition of alpine organic
fruits and vegetables, and promote the development of new channels of WeChat e-commerce with
the word of mouth. Thus, the product can be sold and the customer relationship is stable.
5. Development Strategy of Agricultural Product Micro-Marketing
Only by solving some major problems in the development of micro-marketing can agricultural
products better disseminate product information and make the product more famous. Therefore,
solving these problems has become a top priority for agriculturists.
The opening account is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1 account opening
5.1 Open Wechat Public Account
Follow the exclusive WeChat account of "agricultural products" in advance and set the account
information and logo head. Set to add automatic reply, automatic message reply, automatic keyword
reply, if necessary, you can choose to bind the public number of mobile phone assistant. After 500
fans apply for certification, to enhance credibility.
5.2 Add customer groups
It is divided into new customers, old customers, star group and ungrouped. Later, customer
groups can be added according to requirements
5.3 Material management
Plan and edit single text and multiple text message as the mass material which comes from the
official website of "agricultural products" or from other sources.
5.4 Send Group Messages
Three pictures and text messages are sent in groups every day. One is pushed according to the
three categories of fruit and vegetable beauty, healthy family vegetables and fruit and vegetable
health maintenance and add a product sales link to each message. You can select groups of
customers to push, such as new product special promotion activities for new customers and
gratitude and feedback activities for old customers, and then choose to push different contents. In
addition, the push appeal points that can be adopted include thematic push and interactive push.
5.5 Real-Time Information
Respond to questions and feedback from fans every day
6. Good publicity
The content of product promotion should not be complicated, it should be simple and easy to
understand. When editing promotional material, you should not only promote product information.
There are a lot of consumers like to see some interesting life topics, so when editing product
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information should focus on the information that can arouse consumers' attention. Then, some
product information is added into the information, so as to enable more consumers to watch and be
willing to watch, making these consumers become fans of agricultural products. Only when
consumers become fans of agricultural products will they be more willing to buy them.
6.1 Set Goals
It is important to identify the target group for the product information to be released. As long as
the target group of consumption is set, and accurate product information can achieve the double
effect with half the effort, creating greater profits for agricultural products. Otherwise, it will take
more than half the effort to achieve the expected results.
6.2 Cultivate Professional Talents
Today's society is a society of talents. Only with talents can we better create profits for
agricultural products. Therefore, in micro-marketing, talents are also indispensable, especially
managerial and editorial talents. Management personnel can well manage the general scheme of
micro-marketing and provide advice for the development of agricultural products in micromarketing. Editors add colorful information to product information, making it more acceptable to
consumers. The cooperation of management talents and editing talents can provide great
convenience for the development of agricultural products in micro-marketing and create greater
profits for agricultural products.
6.3 Good Interaction between Agricultural Products and Consumers
Interaction can maintain the relationship between agricultural products and consumers. Therefore,
good interaction with consumers is also an important step in the development of agricultural
products in micro-marketing. Only by making consumers fans of agricultural products can we
achieve better. Because consumers feel good things will be willing to share with people around
them, so that they can publicize products for free for agricultural products, thus creating greater
profits.
7. Conclusions
Agricultural product micro-marketing is to promote enterprises and create profits on platforms
like WeChat and Microblog. In a word, micro-marketing of agricultural products is "managing"
first and "selling" second. The two come together to make profits for companies. In micromarketing, we must first establish a good image of agricultural products enterprises and build a
good image for enterprises. Because this will make it easier for consumers to accept the company's
products. Secondly, consumers should really feel good about the product. Because in this way, we
can not only publicize agricultural products for free, but also bring new and old customers to
agricultural products one after another, making them become fans of agricultural products, thus
creating profits. Today's society is a society in the Internet era, which combines online and offline,
so as to bring better benefits to enterprises. Micro-marketing will occupy most consumers' minds
today and even in the future. If micro-marketing is done well now, it will be better in the future, so
as to create greater profits for agricultural products.
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